Social Innovation
Relay
Rules of the Game

The table below shows the timing of this Relay. If you cannot join a meetup, need help initiating a relay
activity or cannot submit you assignment by the deadline please contact us

From 15th

From 22nd

From

From 6th

until 21st

until 28th of

29th until

until 12th

of Nov

Nov

5th of Dec

of Dec

During the workshop three to four groups will be formed. Each of these groups will embark on a relay in
which they crowdsource input for each others learning question. The way this will be done is as follows:


A group consists of four people, each with their own learning question.



Each week the learning question of one person will be posted in the LinkedIn group so that it
can be answered by all group members. This learning question has been sharpened during the
workshop.



Group members will reply to this question as soon as they can - with a deadline of one week
later.



You will crowdsource input from within your own network and your personal experience in
response to this learning question. This input can consist of tips such as: tools and
methodologies, names of people or organisations to get in touch with, sharing personal
experience, reading tips etc.



You can post your input on the LinkedIn group as the week goes along and involve others to do
the same (as soon as the LinkedIn group has gotten an open status). You can also choose to
use different social media and offline channels.



The answers of the group members will build on each other by taking the previous answer into
account.



When the round has closed (after one week), participants of other groups can join as well ideally, again, building on former replies.
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Theoretical framing and content during the kick-off workshop and the webinars.



Practical tools to (collectively) reflect on the impact of you & your activities.



An online learning environment with Zoom for webinars, LinkedIn for dialogue and Dropbox
where you can find all Relay materials and exchange documents.



A closed LinkedIn Social Innovation Relay group, to allow you to share your questions and
answers in a safe environment
o

We will discuss with you if you feel happy to share questions & answers with a wider
audience (for example by opening the LinkedIn group)



An online platform to showcase your initiative and learning process on the SIC website:



Access to people in networks of SIC partners



Support during the relay, such as the facilitation of knowledge exchange, answering questions,
access to our ZOOM online meet-up & webinar tool and support with communication.



Each group will have a SIC member assigned to support & facilitate the group learning process.
This is either a SIC network facilitator or a member of the organising Relay team. Your group
supporter is your first contact point when you have any questions. During the workshop in
Rotterdam, we will collectively decide which group will cooperate with which supporter.



Motivation & curiosity to be part of an experimental learning format



Communication: share experiences, knowledge and network - offline and online



Participation: in workshop and in the three online meet-ups & working on and submitting the
assignments



Action: organise a ripple effect activity during the two month period of the relay



Time investment: about 4 hours a week during the 4 relay rounds.
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